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    Making it easier to safely exit              
         a dangerous rescue situation

AeroScape™

LION ESCAPE BELTS & HARNESSES BY CMC

 Features/Benefits:                           
 � Stationary and sliding D-ring

 � Durable FR para aramid webbing

 � Fly/belt loop system integration 
for easy closure

 � Elastic keepers to hold excess 
webbing

Certified to meet NFPA 1983 as an escape belt and as a ladder 
belt when used with an optional ladder tether (not included).

The ergonomic LION-CMC 
Escape Belt allows for easy 

adjustability and proper 
positioning on the body along 

with convenient attachment 
to a personal rescue system. 
A user-friendly design allows 
fastening with a gloved hand 
over the turnout pant waist.

Escape Belt
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To learn more about LION-CMC AeroScape harnesses,  escape belts and other exclusive LION turnout features,                         
contact your LION sales representative or visit www.lionprotects.com. 09/22

LION ESCAPE BELTS & HARNESSES BY CMC

Making it easier to safely exit a dangerous rescue situation

CLASS II A-FRAME RESCUE HARNESS (DEPLOYED)

The LION Integrated Class II Rescue Harness is designated and 
certified as an NFPA 1983, Class II Life Safety Harness and meets 
the requirements of NFPA 1971.INTEGRATED CLASS II HARNESS

 Features/Benefits:                           
 � Durable FR para-aramid webbing

 � Waist and loop leg adjusters

 � Stationary and sliding D-ring

 � Fly/belt loop system integration                                  
for easy closure
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LION Class II Integrated Harnesses are 
comfortable, lightweight and easy to adjust. 
Sitting high on the waist, the harness 
belt is positioned with the best center of 
gravity and allows easy access to the waist 
adjustment. A series of custom belt loops 
capture the belt and closure hardware for 
quick, one motion donning with the pant fly. 

LION’s innovative design situates the leg 
loops internally between the outer shell and 
thermal liner, protecting them from snag 
hazards, while allowing for outside-the-pant 
adjustment. Stationary and sliding D-ring 
options provide simple and convenient 
connection to your personal rescue system.

Class II Harnesses
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